Abstract-One way to reduce the delay and area of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA's) is to employ logic-cluster-based architectures, where a logic cluster is a group of logic elements connected with high-speed local interconnections. In this paper, we empirically evaluate FPGA architectures with logic clusters ranging in size from 1 to 20, and show that compared to architectures with size 1 clusters, architectures with size 8 clusters have 23% less delay (30% faster clock speed) and require 14% less area. We also show that FPGA architectures with large cluster sizes can significantly reduce design compile time-an increasingly important concern as the logic capacity of FPGA's rises. For example, an architecture that uses size 20 clusters requires seven times less compile time than an architecture with size 1 clusters.
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I. INTRODUCTION
F IELD-programmable gate arrays (FPGA's) have become one of the most popular implementation media for digital circuits. Since their introduction in 1984, FPGA's have become a multibillion dollar industry. The key to the success of FPGA's is their programmability, which allows any circuit to be instantly realized by appropriately programming an FPGA.
FPGA's have some compelling advantages over standard cells or mask-programmed gate arrays (MPGA's): faster time-to-market, lower nonrecurring engineering (NRE) costs, and easier debugging. Additionally, FPGA's offer designers the ability to fix errors or to add features to systems that have already been manufactured. FPGA's are also useful for implementing designs that are low volume or are required immediately, since they do not require design-specific manufacturing like standard cells or MPGA's.
The benefits offered by FPGA's come at a price-FPGA's are at least three times slower and require at least ten times the area of MPGA's [1] . This loss in speed is mainly due to the fact that logic in FPGA's is connected via programmable switches, while in standard cells or MPGA's, logic is connected with metal wires. The programmable switches in FPGA's have high resistance and capacitance compared to the metal wiring in standard cells or MPGA's, and therefore reduce circuit speed. Interconnect delay is more significant (typically well over 50% of the total circuit delay) in FPGA's than it is in MPGA's or standard cells, and consequently it is more important to minimize the interconnect delay in FPGA's than it is in MPGA's or standard cells.
Another important factor affecting circuit delay is the process used in the manufacture of an FPGA. As process geometries shrink into the deep-submicrometer region, interconnect resistance and capacitance become increasingly significant-smaller processes that result in improvements in logic speed do not result in similar improvements in interconnect speed. The result of this is that as processes shrink, interconnect delay accounts for an increasing proportion of total circuit delay. Clearly, interconnect delay must be minimized in order to achieve the best possible circuit performance.
The design of an FPGA's architecture can have a significant impact on the performance of circuits implemented in the FPGA. In this paper, we explore FPGA architectures composed of logic clusters, where a logic cluster is a grouping of logic elements connected with high-speed local interconnections. Altera's FLEX 6 K, 8 K, and 10 K [2], the Xilinx 5200 and Virtex [3] , [4] , the newest Actel [5] , and the Vantis VF1 [6] parts all employ some form of cluster-based logic blocks, so research in this area is of clear commercial relevance.
It is also of interest to see how cluster size affects design compile time. An FPGA composed of large clusters requires fewer logic blocks to implement a circuit than an FPGA using small clusters. This reduces the size of the placement and routing problem, and hence reduces design compile time.
Previous work on logic-cluster-based architectures considered only area [7] , [8] . An earlier version of this work considered circuit speed [10] , but used a computer-aided design (CAD) flow that was not completely timing driven. In this paper, we make use of a completely timing-driven CAD flow (including a new timing-driven placement algorithm) to evaluate the effect of cluster size on FPGA speed and area. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the structure of cluster-based logic blocks. In Section III, we outline the experimental methodology used to evaluate the utility of different cluster sizes. Section IV discusses how area and delay are modeled. Section V discusses the area-delay product metric and why we believe it is a useful tool for comparing different architectures. Section VI describes how we selected various parameters for the different cluster sizes. SectionVII presents area and delay results for various cluster sizes, while Section VIII shows how design compile time is affected by different cluster sizes. Section IX discusses potential sources of inaccuracies. Last, in Section X, we present our conclusions. 
II. FPGA ARCHITECTURE AND CLUSTER-BASED LOGIC BLOCKS
In general, an FPGA consists of logic blocks, I/O blocks, and programmable routing, as shown in Fig. 1 . To implement a circuit in an FPGA, each of the logic blocks in the FPGA is appropriately programmed to implement a small part of the functionality of the desired circuit, and each of the I/O blocks is programmed to be an input pad or an output pad. These functional portions and I/O's are then connected through the programmable routing.
The logic block used in an FPGA has a large impact on the performance of the FPGA. We are interested in determining the effects and tradeoffs of cluster-based logic blocks, which we describe below.
A. Cluster-Based Logic Blocks
We are interested in studying logic blocks that consist of a grouping of basic logic elements (BLE's) connected with fast local interconnect. In general, a BLE is a small indivisible unit combining sequential and combinational logic; the BLE that we study consists of a four-input lookup table (LUT) and a flip-flop as shown in Fig. 2(a) . A logic block combining one 1 or more BLE's is known as a logic cluster [8] , [9] . Fig. 2(b) shows the structure of a logic cluster consisting of BLE's and the routing required to connect them together.
The clusters that we study are fully connected, meaning that any BLE input can connect to any cluster input or any BLE output. Since the cluster is fully connected, it is possible to bring a net into the cluster on a single cluster input and route this net to many BLE's within the cluster via the local routing. This allows the number of nets brought into the cluster (number of cluster inputs used) to be less than the total number of BLE inputs within the cluster. Another benefit of fully connected clusters is that CAD tools are simplified since all BLE's within the cluster are logically equivalent.
A logic cluster consisting of BLE's is described with the following four parameters [8] , [9] : 1 A logic cluster that consists of only one BLE has no local routing. 1) size of (number of inputs to) an LUT ; 2) cluster size -the number of BLE's in a cluster; 3) number of inputs to the cluster for use as inputs by the LUT's ; 4) number of clock inputs to a cluster (for use by the registers) . This work focuses on logic clusters in which the LUT size is four and the number of clock pins on a cluster is one-this is the case shown in Fig. 2 and was also the case used in [8] - [10] . Note that the total number of BLE inputs is ; however, only inputs are brought into the cluster.
References [7] and [8] showed that FPGA's composed of logic clusters of size 1-10 BLE's have the best area efficiency. That research did not consider the effect of cluster size on circuit speed; however, it did speculate that larger cluster sizes would have a positive impact on FPGA performance.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We use an empirical method to explore different FPGA architectures. This involves technology mapping, packing, placing, and routing benchmark circuits 2 into realistic architectures with clusters of size 1-20. The area and delay of each circuit implementation are then computed using sophisticated models, and we are able to judge the quality of each architecture.
A. CAD Flow
The CAD flow that we use to evaluate different FPGA architectures is basically the same as in [8] and [9] and is given Fig. 3 . Architecture evaluation CAD flow [8] , [9] .
in Fig. 3 . First each circuit is logic optimized by SIS [12] and technology mapped into 4-LUT's by FlowMap [13] . Then the timing-driven packing algorithm, T-VPack [10] , [14] , is used to group the LUT's and registers into logic clusters of the desired size with the desired number of inputs. After this, each circuit is mapped onto an FPGA by a timing-driven placement tool called T-VPlace [14] that we have incorporated into VPR. Last, VPR's timing-driven router is used to connect all of the wiring.
T-VPack [10] , [14] is a timing-driven version of the VPack algorithm developed in [8] . The T-VPack algorithm takes a netlist of LUT's and registers (BLE's) and produces a netlist of logic clusters as shown in Fig. 4 . T-VPack maps BLE's into clusters so that physical constraints on the number of inputs , number of BLE's , and number of clocks are satisfied. In addition to meeting physical constraints, T-VPack has two optimization goals: 1) to minimize the number of cluster inputs used, which minimizes the number of point-to-point connections in the post-clustering circuit; 2) to pack BLE's along the critical path into as few clusters as possible so that many critical connections use the fast routing inside the logic clusters. After packing is complete, the next stage in the CAD flow is placement, which is done with T-VPlace [14] . The T-VPlace algorithm is an extension to the VPlace algorithm developed in [8] and [9] . It is given a netlist of circuit blocks (I/O's or logic clusters) and maps each circuit block into a physical location in the FPGA. This algorithm is simulated annealing [15] - [17] based and optimizes the final placement to minimize the required routing area as well as minimize the critical path delay.
The next stage in the CAD flow is routing. The router in VPR [8] , [9] is fully timing-driven and attempts to minimize the critical path delay (given the current placement). Fig. 3 shows how VPR computes the minimum number of tracks in which a circuit will route, which we refer to as a high-stress routing. Basically, VPR repeatedly routes each circuit with different channel widths (number of tracks per channel), scaling the FPGA's architecture until it finds the minimum number of tracks in which the circuit will route. We define a low-stress routing to occur when an FPGA has 35% more routing resources than the minimum required to route a given circuit. We feel that low-stress routings are indicative of how an FPGA will generally be used (it is rare that a user will utilize 100% of all routing and logic resources), so our delay results are based on low-stress routings.
By allowing the channel width to vary, and searching for the minimum routable width, we can detect small improvements in FPGA architectures or CAD algorithms that might otherwise go unnoticed. Compare this to mapping a circuit into a fixed-size FPGA-this would only tell us if the circuit fit or not. A "binary" result like this makes it is difficult to draw conclusions about new architectures.
After placement and routing, we know exactly how each benchmark circuit is embedded into the FPGA architecture under consideration. This allows us to apply the detailed area and delay models described in Section IV to evaluate the area and delay of each implementation.
IV. ARCHITECTURE MODELING
In this section, we first describe the area and delay models that we use to evaluate the various FPGA architectures. After this, we describe the effect that varying cluster size has on segment lengths and transistor sizing. 
A. Area Model
The area model 3 that we use is based on counting the number of minimum-width transistor areas required to implement each FPGA architecture, which is the same model as was used in [8] and [9] . A minimum-width transistor area is simply the layout area occupied by the smallest transistor that can be contacted in a process, plus the minimum spacing to another transistor above it and to its right [8] . By counting the number of minimumwidth transistor areas required to implement an FPGA, rather than the number of square microns that these transistors would occupy, we obtain a process-independent estimate of the FPGA area. The area model that we use is described in detail in [8] and [9] .
We use a program called TransCount [9] to determine the area of a cluster-based logic block (including the local cluster routing) with any values of , and . This program models such effects as buffer resizing as a function of the fanout of the connections within a logic block and builds multistage buffers when high drive strengths are required. Since the area of an FPGA includes both logic block area and routing area, we use VPR to determine the transistor count of the area taken by the routing for each FPGA of interest, and by adding this area to the logic block area we obtain the total FPGA area.
B. Delay Model
The delays of the connections within logic clusters were found by performing SPICE simulations using TSMC's 0.35-µm process for each structure in the cluster. Fig. 5 shows the major structures and speed paths in a logic cluster. Important delay values through this cluster are shown in Table I ; however, some delays cannot be listed because the process information is proprietary and was obtained under a nondisclosure agreement.
VPR has a built-in delay estimator that uses a modified Elmore delay [18] model to estimate the delay of each connection in the routing. The modifications to the Elmore delay are described in [19] and are such that it can be used to estimate delay of circuits containing buffers, resistors, and capacitors. After every connection's delay in the circuit has been computed, VPR performs a path-based timing analysis using these intercluster connection delay values (Elmore delay) and intracluster delay values (Table I) . A full description of the timing analyzer used in VPR is available in [8] or [9] .
C. Effect of Cluster Size on the Physical Length of FPGA Routing Segments
As we increase the cluster size, both the logic area per cluster and routing area per cluster grow. Fig. 6 demonstrates how a tile (a logic block plus its associated routing) grows as cluster size is increased. This increased tile size results in routing segments with the same "logical length" having different physical lengths for logic clusters of different sizes, where the logical length of a routing segment is the number of logic blocks that the segment spans.
We call the measured length of a routing segment its physical length. The resistance and capacitance of a routing segment grow linearly with the segment's physical length. We have experimentally determined the average rate at which the FPGA tiles grow with cluster size, and have used this information to appropriately scale the routing segment resistance and capacitance values for the various cluster sizes. The increase in the resistance and capacitance of routing segments as the size of the FPGA logic block increases is an important effect that has often been neglected in prior FPGA architecture research.
D. Sizing Routing Transistors to Compensate for Different Physical Segment Lengths
To compensate for differences in the capacitance and resistance of routing segments in FPGA's using different sizes of logic clusters, we scale the routing pass transistors and buffers. All of our pass transistor and buffer scaling is in relation to a base architecture that has been area-delay optimized for clusters of size four. From this base architecture, we linearly scale routing buffers and pass transistors depending on the relation between the new segment lengths and the base segment length. For example, in an FPGA with size 16 clusters, the physical segment length is approximately two times longer than in an archi- tecture with size 4 clusters. To maintain roughly the same speed per routing segment, we increase the size of the routing switches connecting to each wire by a factor of two. In Section VII-D, we verify that this linear scaling of buffers and pass transistors with physical segment length provides good results.
VPR models the changes in delay caused by resizing buffers and pass transistors in the routing, and it also accurately models the area required for different sizes of routing pass transistors and buffers.
V. ARCHITECTURE EVALUATION-AREA-DELAY PRODUCT
One metric that we will use to evaluate the quality of different architectures is the area-delay product. We feel that there are two reasons that this metric makes sense.
1) Intuitively, we want to find the point at which we are sacrificing the least amount of area for the most improvement in speed. Given that we can always trade area for speed (see below), and speed for area, it makes sense to combine these two factors into one curve to see where the best tradeoff occurs. 2) Much of the performance gain from using an FPGA is derived from parallelizing functional units rather than raw clock speed. In this case, throughput number of functional units clock rate. Another way of looking at this is throughput (1/area per functional unit) (1/delay). Therefore, if we minimize the area-delay product, we will maximize throughput. There are two main factors that can affect the area-delay product of an FPGA: transistor sizing and the FPGA architecture. In general, the speed of an FPGA can be increased (to a point) by sizing up the buffers and transistors within the FPGA, but this increases area. Alternatively, the FPGA can be made smaller by sizing down the buffers and transistors, but this degrades the FPGA performance.
Throughout this paper, we will size the transistors in each FPGA architecture to minimize the FPGA's area-delay product. Only by resizing transistors appropriately for each architecture in this way can we fairly compute the speed and area efficiency of FPGA's with different logic block architectures.
VI. ARCHITECTURE PARAMETERS
To evaluate the speed and area of an FPGA employing logic clusters for its logic blocks, we must choose not only the logic block architecture and transistor sizes, but also a routing architecture and the flexibility of the logic block to routing interface. The following sections detail the architectural parameters used in our experiments.
A. Basic Architecture
We investigate island-style FPGA's in which each logic cluster is surrounded by routing channels on all four sides with the logic cluster input and output pins evenly distributed around the logic cluster perimeter. This basic architecture was shown in Fig. 1 . For our experiments, each circuit is mapped to the smallest square FPGA with enough logic clusters and I/O pads to accommodate it.
In our experiments, we vary the number of I/O pads per row or column depending on the cluster size. Since a large cluster size requires fewer clusters to implement a given circuit, we require more I/O pads per row or column. We set the number of I/O pads per row or column to
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Setting the number of I/O pads per row or column with the above equation keeps the total number of I/O pads roughly the same for each FPGA architecture, independent of the cluster size that is used.
Recall that we describe a logic cluster with four parameters: the number of logic inputs , the number of BLE's (LUT's and registers) in a cluster , the number of clock inputs , and the number of inputs to each LUT . We fix the number of clocks per cluster at one for all our experiments, since the MCNC benchmark circuits we use to evaluate architectures all have only one clock. We set the number of inputs to each LUT, , to four, since previous research has shown that LUT's of this size are the most area efficient [20] and because this is the LUT size used in most commercial FPGA's. We describe how we set the number of inputs in the next section.
B. Inputs Required Versus Cluster Size
Previous work [8] has examined the issue of how many cluster inputs are required for 98% utilization of the logic clusters, where utilization is defined as utilization num logic blocks cluster size num cluster used (2)
That research, however, used VPack to map logic into the clusters. Since we are using our new T-VPack algorithm for packing in our cluster-based logic block experiments, and because T-VPack has better utilization than VPack, it is prudent to rerun these experiments with T-VPack. Fig. 7 shows the number of inputs required to achieve an average utilization of 98% versus cluster size for both VPack and T-VPack. 4 We use the T-VPack results of this experiment to set the number of physical inputs per cluster for the remainder of our architecture studies. 
C. Routing Architecture
Recall that we define the number of logic blocks that a routing segment spans as the logical length of that segment. In [8] and [9] , it is shown that an architecture in which routing segments have a logical length of four, with 50% of the segments connected by tri-state buffers and 50% connected by pass transistors, provides good area efficiency and speed for FPGA's containing logic clusters of size four. This routing architecture is shown in Fig. 8 . We implicitly assume that this routing architecture is good for architectures containing logic clusters of all sizes, and we use this routing architecture in all of our experiments. Ideally, one would find the best routing architecture for each FPGA employing a different cluster size, but this would require a huge amount of effort. By basing all of our experiments on this routing architecture, we may slightly favor architectures with size 4 clusters over other architectures.
D. Flexibility of Logic Block to Routing Interconnect Versus Cluster Size
For a cluster of size 1, [21] showed that a good value of (the number of routing tracks to which each logic block pin can connect) is (the total number of tracks in a channel). This value of means that each logic block pin can connect to any routing track in an adjacent channel. However, for large clusters, setting to provides far more routing flexibility than is required, wasting area.
Reference [8] found that a more appropriate level of routing flexibility results when the value for logic block output pins is set to , so all the experiments in the next section use this value. This choice of ensures that all the routing tracks in each channel can be driven by at least one output from each cluster.
Choosing the appropriate value for involves finding the best tradeoff between track width and area per track as follows. 1) As is increased, fewer tracks are required to implement a given circuit since the router has more choices of which track each input can connect to. 2) Each track takes more area as is increased since there are more switches on each track (recall that routing area is determined by transistor area, not wiring area [8] , [9] ). Therefore, we must determine the point at which the best tradeoff occurs. We have run experiments on size 4, 8, 14, and 20 clusters to determine the best values, as shown in Table II , and have linearly interpolated between these results for other cluster sizes. Note that for these experiments, we have noticed that the critical path is not affected by the values chosen, so we choose the value based only on the area results.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: AREA AND DELAY AT VARIOUS CLUSTER SIZES
Recall that our goal in this work is to determine the effect of cluster size on the area and speed of FPGA's that use a clusterbased architecture. The CAD flow of Fig. 3 is used to obtain area and critical-path delay estimations for the 20 benchmark circuits implemented in architectures with clusters of size 1-20. This involves packing, placing, and routing the benchmark circuits and comparing the resulting FPGA areas and critical path delays. The results that we present are based on low-stress routings (described in Section III-A). The total area of each circuit (logic plus routing) is given in terms of the equivalent number of minimum-width transistor areas. Critical path delay is given in seconds.
Note that the CAD tools we use are heuristic and there is variability in the quality of the solutions that the CAD tools obtain. This causes the area and delay curves to be somewhat "jagged."
We use an average of 20 circuits to minimize the imperfections of the CAD tool results, but this does not completely smooth the resulting curves. Even with these small imperfections, we believe that the overall trends are still quite visible.
A. Area Results
In Fig. 9 , we show the geometric average of the area required to implement the benchmarks versus cluster size. Total area is affected by intercluster routing area (area taken by routing between clusters) and cluster area (area taken by BLE's and local cluster routing). We now discuss these two components.
As we increase cluster size up to about size 9, the amount of routing required between clusters is reduced since many connections are completely absorbed within the clusters. After size 9, the routing area begins to increase. We believe that the reason for this increase is because large clusters make it difficult for the placer to do a good job minimizing wirelength. This happens because larger clusters are connected to more nets, which increases the number of clusters with which each cluster has nets in common. It is therefore likely that when the placer moves a large cluster to improve the wire length of some nets, this same move will increase the wire length of many other nets.
The area taken by the logic clusters is shown as well. Notice that there is a jump in intracluster area between size 1 and size 2 clusters. This occurs because for size 1 clusters, there is no need for local multiplexers. For clusters of size 2-20, as we increase cluster size , the total area taken by the multiplexers within each cluster grows quadratically, but the number of clusters required to implement a circuit decreases with . The overall result is a linear increase in the total area taken by the logic clusters. For sufficiently large clusters, the area reductions in the routing are overtaken by the increased area required to implement the larger clusters. If one is trying to minimize the area of an FPGA architecture, a cluster of size 7 is the best; however, any cluster size between 1 and 15 requires within 20% of the area taken by size 7 clusters. Fig. 10 shows the geometric average of the critical path delay of the benchmarks versus cluster size. This graph shows that the critical path delay is decreasing as cluster size is increased. An architecture with size 20 clusters is 33% faster (has 25% less delay) than an architecture with size 1 clusters.
B. Delay Results
In Fig. 11 , we show the relationship between the number of internal (intracluster-fast) and external (intercluster-slower) connections on the critical path. As cluster size is increased, the number of internal connections on the critical path is increased, and the number of external connections is decreased. This provides a circuit speedup due to fact that internal connections are faster than external connections. 5 It is interesting to note that the number of external (intercluster) nets on the critical path (Fig. 11) does not decrease as much with cluster size as the intercluster delay (Fig. 10) decreases with cluster size. From size 1-20, we have a reduction in the number of external nets on the critical path of about 28%; compare this to the intercluster component of the critical path delay, which has been reduced by 51% over this same range. This means that the circuit speedup visible in Fig. 10 for larger cluster sizes is not only caused by a reduction in the number of external nets on the critical path, but is also caused by intercluster connections on the critical paths becoming faster. This is explained below.
The improvement in intercluster delay with increased cluster size is caused in part by a reduction in the "logical" Manhattan distance between connections in the FPGA as shown in Fig. 12 . By sizing buffers 6 to compensate for the increased physical length of routing wire segments associated with larger clusters, the delay of each routing segment has remained roughly constant. Since the total number of segments on the critical path has decreased due to the reduction in the "logical" Manhattan distance, the result is a greater improvement in intercluster component of the critical path delay than the reduction in the number of external nets on the critical path would indicate.
C. Area-Delay Product
In Fig. 13 , we show the geometric average of the area-delay product of the benchmarks versus cluster size. An important result is visible in this figure-clusters of size 3-20 provide the best tradeoff between area and delay, with the best results occurring for a cluster of size 8. Compared to a cluster of size one, a cluster of size 8 has an area-delay product that is 33.5% less.
D. Effect of Routing Transistor Sizing on Critical Path Delay and Area at Various Cluster Sizes
The purpose of this section is to provide a verification that the manner in which we sized routing buffers and transistors is acceptable and did not favor one cluster size over another.
We have repeated the experiments described in SectionVII using transistor and buffer sizes of one-half and double the sizes used in Section VII. The results from these experiments are shown in Figs. 14-16. These experiments show that area can be traded for speed and speed for area. Fig. 16 shows that for large cluster sizes, our "regular" transistor sizing is too large for the best area-delay tradeoff. Therefore, for large cluster sizes, 6 Changes in delay and area due to different size routing buffers are accounted for in VPR's timing and area models. 
E. Summary
Any architecture with clusters in the range of size 3-20 is reasonable, with size 8 being the best. On average, circuits implemented in an FPGA with size 8 clusters have 23% less delay (a 30% increase in speed) and use 14% less area than circuits implemented in an FPGA with size 1 clusters. We also showed how the sizing of the routing transistors and buffers affects area and delay.
While we presented only 20 circuit average results in this paper, all of the individual benchmark circuits tracked these averages quite well (with minor variations, mostly at cluster sizes 1 and 2).
VIII. DESIGN COMPILE TIME VERSUS CLUSTER SIZE
In this section, we demonstrate that cluster-based FPGA architectures can significantly improve design compile time. packing time is insignificant for all cluster sizes compared to the placement and routing time.
As larger logic clusters are employed in an FPGA, the time to compile circuits is dramatically reduced. As larger clusters are employed, fewer of these clusters are required to implement each circuit. Since the size of a placement problem is proportional to the number of logic clusters to which a circuit is mapped, this dramatically reduces placement time. In Fig. 17 , for example, one can see that the placement time is reduced by a factor of eight times as the cluster size increases from 1 to 20. Larger logic clusters also reduce the routing time since large clusters result in fewer intercluster connections to route. For example, using a size 20 logic cluster reduces routing time by three times versus using a size 1 cluster. Building an FPGA with size 20 logic clusters reduces the total CPU time required for placement and routing by seven times versus a size 1 logic cluster.
IX. POTENTIAL SOURCES OF INACCURACIES
Every effort has been made to ensure that our results are accurate; however, there are three potential sources of inaccuracies.
First, without actually laying out the various FPGA architectures, there is some estimation involved in determining how much area various FPGA implementations will require.
Second, VPR uses the Elmore delay model [18] to evaluate the routing delay of circuits implemented in the various FPGA architectures. Generally, the routing delays calculated by VPR are within 9% of SPICE delays [8] , [9] . Since routing delay is only a portion of the total circuit delay, and because we use actual SPICE values to evaluate the intracluster component of the circuit delay, our overall delay numbers should deviate by less than 9% compared to SPICE.
Third, area and delay results are affected by the quality of the placement and routing software. The tools used for these experiments have been shown to produce high-quality results [8] - [10] , [14] , but it is always possible that the CAD software does a better job for certain architectures over others.
We have taken considerable care to minimize the effects of these potential sources of inaccuracies, and we believe that our results are of high quality.
X. CONCLUSION
Using the area-delay product evaluation metric, we have demonstrated that logic clusters containing between 3-20 BLE's all achieve good performance, so any cluster size in this range is a reasonable choice. Compared to FPGA's using a single BLE logic block, logic clusters in this size range achieve significant area and speed improvements. For example, an FPGA employing a size 8 logic cluster requires 14% less area, achieves 30% higher speed, and has an area-delay product 33.5% lower than an FPGA using a single BLE logic block.
We have also shown that larger cluster sizes can significantly improve design compile time. For example, an architecture with size 20 clusters requires eight times less placement time and three times less routing time compared to an architecture with size 1 clusters.
